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For a simpler and 
better life at home 

 

IKEA Home smart ecosystem is a broad 
range of connected products and services 
that allow you to control and automate 
things that you otherwise do by hand. It’s 
home furnishing in a smart way. 
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IKEA Home smart ecosystem 

 
 

Smart way to a better everyday life at home 
We at IKEA have always tried to come up with clever solutions for the home. Now, 
with IKEA Home smart you get a home where you use new technology to control 
and automate things that you otherwise have to do by hand. Things like turning on 
and adjusting the lighting, rolling the blinds up or down, turning on a fan, and 
playing music. And because we’re passionate about life at home, even our 
technology solutions are developed to help you create a better everyday. In a 
sustainable, simple and smart way. 

 
 

 
 

Imagine if you could wake up every 
day in a slightly calmer and more 
comfortable way. Automatically turn 
on a dimmed light, and roll up the 
blinds to let the morning sunshine in 
while your favourite music flows out 

of the speakers – without having to get 
out of bed. It may sound like magic, but 
with an IKEA Home smart eco-system, it 
quickly and easily becomes your new 
reality. 
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IKEA Home smart ecosystem 
 
 

How to get started 
 

Think about an entire solution or start with a few parts. For 
the full experience of a smart home, choose our 
interconnected ecosystem for all occasions and senses, but 
you can also start small-scale and choose to only control 
certain standalone products in the home. 
Ecosystem 
Choose the gateway and the TRÅDFRI 
app to build an interconnected system 
in order to control lights, sound and 
other products at home. 

Standalone 
Choose the TRÅDFRI remote control 
and smart light sources to give you 
extra functions and control with 
minimum set-up. 

 

   
 

The TRÅDFRI gateway and the IKEA 
Home smart are the most important 
tools for building a smart ecosystem in 
your home. By using them, you can 
quickly and easily create an ecosystem 
of smart functions – and control them 
as you like and as it suits you in an 
intuitive flow. With this foundation you 
can start with as many or as few of our 
connected products as you like 
– and add up to 50 units to the 
gateway when you are ready to 
expand the system. 

If you prefer a solution with 
standalone products that are not 
interconnected, and not connected to 
the internet, you can choose TRÅDFRI 
remote control and smart light 
sources. With the remote control you 
can turn off, turn on, dim and change 
the light colour of up to 10 light 
sources so they all behave in the same 
way. 
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IKEA Home smart ecosystem 
 
 

Products in the IKEA Home smart ecosystem 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

Smart lighting 
Light sources that you can turn on and off, 
dim and adjust things like colour and light 
temperature wherever you are in the home. 
Choose from LED bulbs, LED spotlights and 
LED light panels. 

Smart blinds 
Blinds that you can control from the 
bed or set to roll up or down at 
certain times. There are blinds 
available that are block-out blinds and 
ones that let some light through. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Smart power 
A wireless socket allows you to connect 
your favourite old lamp, Christmas lights, 
fans and other smaller appliances to your 
IKEA home smart ecosystem. Control from 
all over the home or set with the timer. 

Smart speakers 
Play music, radio and podcasts from 
your streaming services. Add to your 
home decor with bookshelf speakers 
and table lamps with speakers. 
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IKEA Home smart ecosystem 

 
4 ways to control IKEA Home smart 

 

 

Control sound and light – and change the atmosphere with the 
push of a button, a movement, a click in the app or by using 
your voice. Whatever your preference, we have something for 
you. 

 

Physical controls 
Control your IKEA Home smart products with a remote control, 
wireless dimmer, shortcut button, or a sound remote. Simple 
and inclusive for everyone, also for family members who prefer 
a physical product or want to be able to put their phone away 
from time to time. 

 
 

Automation 
Automatic control makes the home feel safer and more 
comfortable for the young and old. Use a sensor that turns 
lights on upon a movement during the night or a timer with set 
times for your smart system, to support you with daily routines 
such as waking and bedtime. You can also use ‘Scenes’ in the 
app, to automate multiple devices at the same time, creating 
the perfect atmosphere instantly. 

 

The app 
With the IKEA Home smart app on your phone, you always have 
full control and access to your smart ecosystem. 

 
 
 
 
 

Voice 
Control your smart products with your voice. Gives you control even if both hands are 
occupied with something else. Works with Amazon Alexa, Google Assistant and Apple 
HomeKit. 
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IKEA Home smart ecosystem 
 
 

Perfect atmosphere around the clock 
 

The idea with IKEA Home smart is that it makes life at home 
easier and more comfortable – from waking up in the 
morning until it’s time to unwind in the evening. You can 
choose the functions that feel most important to you, expand 
the system whenever you like and create the perfect 
atmosphere for all hours of the day. This is a smart home! 

 
 

 
 
 

Adapt the lighting for 
all activities 
A lot happens in a home and the lighting 
affects how we enjoy a room. It is both 
nice and practical to be able to adapt 
lighting for various activities – 
everything from cooking, homework 
and cleaning to watching TV, cosy 
evenings and parties. You can change 
the brightness and colour, turn on and 
off – and change the light from cold to 
warm. 

The right scene at the 
right 
time, every time 
Using ‘Scenes’ in the IKEA Home smart 
app, you can group different actions on 
multiple devices. For example, warm- 
coloured lights with drawn blinds and 
some soothing sounds for dinner. Or 
how about a Scene for working out with 
brighter lighting and a pumping playlist. 
You can also add your favourite Scene 
to a shortcut button for fast physical 
access. 
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IKEA Home smart ecosystem 
 
 

 

Enjoy daylight and privacy 
Waking up to daylight is both pleasant and healthy. 
In the evening, you might want to enjoy some privacy 
and avoid curious eyes. Set the blinds so that they 
roll up and down at a certain time or control them 
with a remote control from the comfort of your bed. 

Listen to music, stories and 
exciting conversations 
Music sets the mood for everything from quiet 
mornings and weekly cleaning to parties and 
romantic dinners. And from your favourite podcasts 
and audiobooks you can always gain new and 
exciting perspectives. Press a button and fill the en- 
tire home with sounds – the same songs, 
conversations and stories throughout the home, or 
one in the bedroom and another in the living room if 
you like. 
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IKEA Home smart ecosystem 
 
 
 

 

The products in IKEA Home smart use 
ZigBee 3.0, a standard for wireless 
control that is reliable, energy efficient 
and easy to install. The products also 
support so-called mesh networks, which 
means that they 

share signals with each other and 
improve the stability of the 
connection throughout the home. 

 
 
 

   
 
 

Compatible systems/standards 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

When you see this symbol on a 
product, you know that it works 
with the IKEA Home smart app 
and TRÅDFRI gateway to control 
your smart products throughout 
the home. 
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IKEA Home smart ecosystem 

 

What do the symbols mean? 
 

All our IKEA Home smart products are wireless. These symbols 
will help you understand how they work. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Wireless Wireless dimming* 
These light sources can 
be dimmed wirelessly. 

Warm white 
These light sources 
give a warm white light 
and corresponds to the 
colour of the 
traditional 
incandescent bulb. 

Warm glow 
These light sources givea 
warm and decorative light. 

 

    
 

White spectrum 
These light sources can be 
adjusted to change from 
warm to cold white light in 
three steps. 

Colour and 
white spectrum 
These light sources can 
be adjusted to change 
colour and change from 
warm to cold white light. 

IKEA Home smart app 
Download IKEA Home 
smart from Google Play or 
App store to connect your 
IKEA Smart lighting 
product to TRÅDFRI 
gateway. Works with 
Android (KitKat 4.4 or 
above) or iOS 9 above. 

Works with 
IKEA Home smart 
These products can be 
used with the IKEA Home 
smart app together with 
TRÅDFRI gateway. 

 
 
 

    
 

TRÅDFRI gateway and IKEA Home smart app has the functionality to enable 
voice control to IKEA Home smart products with Amazon Alexa, Apple HomeKit 
or Google Assistant. 

 
 

 
Zigbee is the protocol 
used for IKEA Home smart 
products. 

 
* Products in the IKEA Smart lighting range are not dimmable when used with 

wired-in dimmers, or lamps with built-in dimmers. 
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Smart Speakers 
 

SYMFONISK 
 
 
 

 
 

Release the sound of your home 
Sound has the ability to change the atmosphere at 
home dramatically. So, turning a grey day into a great 
day is only a touch of a button away. 
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Smart Speakers 
 
 

What role does music play in your life? Do you belong to the 
74 per cent who feel that music reduces stress? Or the ones 
who think certain songs mean more to creativity than a cup of 
coffee? There are plenty of studies that show that music 
makes people feel good, and together with Sonos, we’ve 
further developed our SYMFONISK series – WiFi speakers that 
make sound a part of your interior. 

 
Speakers to create atmosphere at home, 
in every room. 

 

 

The SYMFONISK speakers are a 
collab-oration between IKEA and 
Sonos, so it easily integrates with 
other products from Sonos. 

The SYMFONISK picture frame with 
WiFi speaker makes sound blend in 
with your other decor and adds a 
uni-form and stylish touch to your 
home. 

Choose from various 
interchangeable fronts, hang it on 
the wall or put it on the floor. You 
can also connect your SYMFONISK 
picture frame with WiFi speaker in 
a series with FLOALT LED light 
panel and create a pleasant 
atmosphere of light and sound 
together. Then enjoy fantastic 
sound. 
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Smart Speakers 
 

 

Why WiFi? 

Want to fill your whole 
home with music? WiFi is 
your best solution. It 
streams music from your 
network instead of your 
phone or tablet. So you 
never miss a beat. You can 
stream music, podcasts and 
radio via WiFi without 
interruptions from phone 

 

calls or notifications. The 
music keeps playing even 
when your phone or 
tablet is not around. 
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SYMFONISK Range 

Smart Speakers 

 
 

 

You can control each speaker individually, so you can play music 
in one room while the children are listening to an audiobook in 
another one, or play the same sound throughout the home. 
SYMFONISK speakers work together with all Sonos speakers. The 
SYMFONISK sound remote lets you play/pause and turn the 
volume up and down. To use it you need the TRÅDFRI gateway. 

The WiFi speakers are controlled via the Sonos app. Download 
the app, follow the instructions and you’re ready to play. 
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Smart Speakers 
 

 
 

You've never heard a 
shelf like this before 
Is it possible to create 
high-quality sound 
while saving space? If 
you ask IKEA and Sonos 
our answer is a 
unanimous yes. The 
proof is the versatile 
SYMFONISK WiFi 
bookshelf speaker. 

 
 

 

Check out all the great features 
There are lots of good things to say about SYMFONISK. 
There’s the rich and vibrant sound, of course. Then there’s 
the WiFi connectivity, that makes it possible to stream 
without interruption however many times the phone rings. 
It’s the fact that you can use two identical speakers if you 
want stereo sound and that 
you can connect how 
many speakers you want to 
create a multiroom system 
(SYMFONISK or Sonos, they all 
go together). Each speaker is 
controlled separately – perfect 
since it means that you can 
play different sound in 
different rooms just as easily 
as you play the same 
everywhere. 
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Smart Speakers 
 
 
 
 

The SYMFONISK WiFi bookshelf speaker offers room-filling 
sound in a slim, space-saving design. It’s a versatile piece of 
furniture that can be mounted as a floating shelf, be put on 
display or be tucked away, fitting seamlessly into most homes. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Seamless sound. 
Use it as a standalone speaker in one room or easily pair it with 
any other Sonos speakers in your home to play the same music 
and sounds across multiple rooms. You can also stereo pair 
two bookshelf speakers together, offering sound similar to a 
concert where you might hear the guitar coming from the left 
side of the stage and the piano on the right side. Connect two 
bookshelf speakers to a Sonos soundbar to use them as rears 
for a home theater experience. 
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Smart Speakers 
 
 

 
 

SYMFONISK table lamp with WiFi speaker 
Sound and light are crucial for creating the right atmosphere 
at home. The SYMFONISK table lamp with WiFi speaker delivers 
both – soft mood lighting and rich, vibrant sound – in one 
single product. 
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Smart Speakers 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Choose your sounds 

Use it as a standalone 
speaker in one room or 
easily pair it with any other 
Sonos speakers in your 
home to play the same 
music and sounds across 
multiple rooms. You can 
also stereo pair two table 
lamp speakers together for 
left and right sound, or 
connect them to a Sonos 
soundbar to use them as 
rears for a home theater 
experience. 

Shine a new light on 
sound 

Not everyone wants their 
hi-tech devices on display. 
The table lamp speaker 
blends into the home, 
saves space, and isn’t 
loud at all (unless you 
turn up the volume). 
Moreover, two functions 
in one means one less 
cord to hide and one less 
power socket to find. The 
table lamp speaker is 
available in white and 
black. 
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Smart Speakers 
 
 

 

 
 

Simple, seamless control 
Control the music and sounds you love however you choose – 
the SYMFONISK table lamp with WiFi speaker makes it easy. 
Hit play, pause, skip songs or adjust the volume using controls 
in the Sonos app, directly in music service apps like Spotify or 
Tidal, or with AirPlay 2 on an iOS device, or by using touch 
controls on the speaker itself. Moreover, the table lamp 
speaker can be controlled using your voice. Just pair it with an 
Alexa-enabled device like Echo Dot, a Google Assistant- 
enabled device like Google Home, or another Sonos product 
with voice built-in, such as Sonos One or Beam. No matter how 
you choose to control your music, it all works together. 
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Smart Speakers 
 
 
 

 

Creating a stereo pair 
You can group two identical 
SYMFONISK speakers in the same room 
to create a wider stereo 

 
experience. In this configuration, 
one speaker serves as the left 
channel and the other serves as 
the right channel. 

 
 
 
 

 
For the best 
stereo sound 
experience, we 
recommend 
placing the two 
SYMFONISK 
speakers roughly 
2.5 to 3 m (8 to 
10 feet) apart. 
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Smart Speakers 
 
 
 

 

Home theatre system 
You can easily pair two speakers, such 
as two SYMFONISK table lamp 
speakers, with a Sonos home theatre 
product to function as left and right 
surround channels in your Sonos 
surround sound experience. Make 

 
sure the speakers you want to 
add are the same – you cannot 
combine a SYMFONISK table lamp 
and a SYMFONISK bookshelf 
speaker to function as surround 
speakers. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

   

 
To choose your 
Sonos home 
theatre 
product, visit 
the Sonos 
website. 
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Smart Speakers 
 
 
 

 

Sound that blends in 
Sonos are experts in sound experience, 
and at IKEA we have deep knowledge in 
home furnishing and life at home. It’s a 
really good combination to help more 
people enjoy streamed music and radio 
without speakers that steal space. We 
challenge each other and find new 
solutions. Like the combined picture 
frame and WiFi speaker – none of us 
would have been able to develop it on 
our own. 

 
 
 

Sound by Sonos 
“Sound is a powerful partner in creating 
a sense of home. Like the 

soundtrack of 
your favorite 
movie, it creates 
an atmosphere 
that lets life take 
center stage.” 

 
Tad Toulis, 
Sonos product 
design 

 

We were able to keep the thin edge 
of the picture frame while hiding a 
deeper acoustic volume behind it. 
Together with a waveguide, this let us 
make big sound from what looks like 
a thin speaker.” 
Like  all  other  SYMFONISK 
speakers, the picture frame can be 
integrated with  Sonos  speakers 
and become a part of a bigger 
sound system. 
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Smart Speakers 
 
 
 

Tune your room 
with Trueplay 
Every room is different. With Trueplay 
tuning, you can put your Sonos speakers 
wherever you want. Trueplay analyzes 
room size, layout, decor, speaker 
placement, and any other acoustic factors 
that can impact sound quality. Then it 
literally adjusts how each woofer and 
tweeter produces sound in that room 
(works on mobile devices running iOS 8 or 
later*. 

 
 
 
 

*iPhone, iPad or iPod Touch is needed to setup 
Trueplay 

 
Sound remote 
Put on the right tune for all occasions – 
from the kitchen, bedroom or wherever 
you are at home. With the SYMFONISK 
sound remote, you control SYMFONISK 
speaker and other Sonos speakers from 
the entire home. Adjust and control one 
speaker, or a group of speakers, from 
anywhere in your home. The sound 
remote talks to your speakers via the 
TRÅDFRI gateway, the heart of your smart 
home. 

 
 

The Works with Sonos badge certifies 
products that seamlessly connect 
with the Sonos Home Sound System. 
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Smart Speakers 
 
 

 
 

Download the Sonos app to set up 
your SYMFONISK speakers and 
start streaming music from all 
devices – smartphones, tablets, 
and computers. When friends 
come over they can download the 
app and play DJ, too. 
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Smart Speakers 
 
 

 
 

Hang the SYMFONISK WiFi 
Bookshelf speaker on a 
KUNGSFORS kitchen rail, 
saving precious space on 
your worktop. The 
SYMFONISK speaker hooks 
have a soft damping 
material so it reduces 
rattling when hung on a rail. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

It‘s easy to change the panel 
on the SYMFONISK picture 
frame speaker, and you can 
also switch back and forth 
between different panels 
whenever you like. 
Personalize your SYMFONISK 
picture frame with WiFi 
speaker by changing the 
panel. 
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Product Overview 

Smart Speakers 

 
 

 

   
SYMFONISK WiFi bookshelf 
speaker. 

 

 
Place the speaker 
horizontally or vertically, or 
mount it on the wall to use 
as a practical shelf. Also 
helps you to use your space 
optimally, while providing a 
rich sound that ills the 
entire room. 

SYMFONISK Table lamp with WiFi 
speaker, black. 

 
 

 

 

Speaker and lamp in one 
providing a rich sound that fills 
the entire room. 

SYMFONISK Table 
lamp with WiFi 
speaker, white 

Lamp 104.873.07 159€ Black 404.872.97 159€ 

Glass 
shade 
Textile 
shade 

304.947.50 
 

504.947.54 

40€ 
 
30€ 

Glass 
shade 
Textile 
shade 

904.947.47 
804.947.57 

40€ 
30€ 

 
Speaker and lamp 
in one providing a 
rich sound that 
fills the entire 
room. 

 

 
  

 

TRÅDFRI Gateway. 
White 203.378.07 
39.99€ 

 
smart app, SYMFONISK 
sound remote provides 
quick and convenient 
control of SYMFONISK 
speakers and other Sonos 
speakers. Play/pause, next/ 
previous and volume 
control with the touch of a 
button. 

SYMFONISK Picture frame 
speaker with WiFi. 

 
 

 
WiFi speaker and a picture frame 
in one makes the sound blend into 
the home. Choose from various 
interchangeable fronts, hang 
SYMFONISK on the wall or put it 
on the floor. Then enjoy fantastic 
sound. 

SYMFONISK 
Remote control, white 
603.704.80           9.99€ 
 
With this remote 
control you may 
control SYMFONISK 
speaker and other 
Sonos speakers all 
around your house. 
You may complete 
with the gateway 
TRÅDFRI, sold 
separately . 

Black 803.575.57 119€ Lamp 404.872.97 159€ 

White 604.352.07 119€ Glass 
shade 
Textile 
shade 

904.947.47 
804.947.57 

40€ 
30€ 

 

Together with TRÅDFRI Black 204.873.16 199€ 
gateway and IKEA Home White 304.873.25 199€ 
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Smart Speakers 

 
 

Product Overview 
 

 
 

 

SYMFONISK Speaker wall bracket. 
Black 104.381.71 11€ 

SYMFONISK Wall bracket, 
adjustable. 

White 104.609.30 11€ 
Hang SYMFONISK WiFi bookshelf 

Black 
White 

605.087.17 13€ 
204.940.67 13€ 

speaker on the wall to save space at 
home. With this wall bracket you can 
easily mount the speaker on the wall ― 
and with the included silicone mat you 
can use it as a practical shelf. Max. load 
3 kg (6.5 lbs) depending on type of wall 
and fastening. 

With this wall bracket you can 
mount SYMFONISK bookshelf 
speaker on all flat wall surfaces in 
the home. The bracket is 
adjustable so you can direct the 
speaker where you like and fill the 
room with sound. 

 
 
 

  
 

SYMFONISK Front for picture frame 
speaker. 

Splash 205.068.24 22€ 
Vinyl 805.071.42 22€ 

Personalize your SYMFONISK Picture 
frame with WiFi speaker by changing 
the front. Choose the same colour for 
all your speakers or create your own 
composition. 

 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

IKEA Home smart app 
Download IKEA Home smart from Google 
Play or App store to connect your IKEA Smart 
lighting product to TRÅDFRI gateway. Works 
with Android (KitKat 4.4 or above) or iOS 9 
above. 


